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Abstract
We consider distributed online min-max resource allocation with a set of parallel agents and a
parameter server. Our goal is to minimize the pointwise maximum over a set of time-varying
and decreasing cost functions, without a priori information about these functions. We propose
a novel online algorithm, termed Distributed Online resource Re-Allocation (DORA), where non-
stragglers learn to relinquish resource and share resource with stragglers. A notable feature of
DORA is that it does not require gradient calculation or projection operation, unlike most existing
online optimization strategies. This allows it to substantially reduce the computation overhead in
large-scale and distributed networks. We show that the dynamic regret of the proposed algorithm
is upper bounded by O

(
T

3
4 (1 + PT )

1
4

)
, where T is the total number of rounds and PT is the

path-length of the instantaneous minimizers. We further consider an application to the bandwidth
allocation problem in distributed online machine learning. Our numerical study demonstrates the
efficacy of the proposed solution and its performance advantage over gradient- and/or projection-
based resource allocation algorithms in reducing wall-clock time.
Keywords: Online min-max resource allocation, online learning.

1. Introduction

We consider an online min-max resource allocation problem with a set of agents. The objective
is to minimize the accumulation of the pointwise maximum over a set of time-varying local cost
functions of the agents, subject to a limited resource budget. The cost functions are decreasing with
respect to the resource allocated to that agent. Optimization decisions are made round by round,
while the cost functions vary arbitrarily over time and are revealed only after decision making in
each round. Our objective is to decide a sequence of allocation schemes as delayed information
about the cost functions becomes available over time.

Many practical applications provide strong motivation for this special type of minimization
problem, e.g., minimum spanning tree (Yu (1998)), online routing (Hazan (2016)), fair resource
allocation in wireless cellular networks (Boche et al. (2005)), and data/task parallelism in dis-
tributed learning/computing (Dean and Ghemawat (2008)). Take synchronous distributed learning
in a parameter-server architecture as an example. The learning model is updated only after all agents
send their local gradients to the parameter server. Therefore, the training time in each round, which
consists of both the computation and communication times, is determined by the straggler, i.e., the
last agent to send its local gradient. Thus, communication resource allocation for distributed com-
puting can be formulated as a min-max optimization problem, minimizing the worst delay among
all agents (Du et al. (2017)). Furthermore, both the computation and communication times are
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time-varying in an unpredictable fashion. This is mainly due to the wireless fading channels and the
randomness of computing demands and available capacity. In this dynamic environment, an online
min-max resource allocation algorithm is of interest.

Online min-max optimization belongs to the family of online optimization, which has been ex-
tensively studied in a wide variety of real-life applications, but most of the existing works focus on
convex cost functions (Shalev-Shwartz (2012)). Typically, an online algorithm proceeds in a round-
by-round manner. In each round, the agent first selects a decision. Then, the environment reveals
to the agent the cost function for this round, and the agent updates its strategy for the next round
accordingly. In this context, regret is introduced to measure the performance of an online algorithm
versus a comparator. In particular, the static regret uses a fixed minimizer of the accumulated cost
over time as the comparator. However, considering the inherent dynamics of real-world systems, the
dynamic regret is practically more meaningful (Zinkevich (2003)). It measures the difference be-
tween the sequence generated by an online algorithm and a sequence of time-varying comparators,
most commonly the instantaneous minimizers.

Online min-max optimization problems have unique characteristics. First, the pointwise maxi-
mum among the set of cost functions is generally not continuously differentiable, so that we require
subgradients instead of gradients. Second, the performance guarantees of computationally efficient
projection-free algorithms, such as (Hazan and Kale (2012)), require strongly convex and smooth
cost functions, which do not apply to the min-max problem. The need for distributed implemen-
tation brings additional challenges. Unlike in the more common min-sum optimization, the max
operation couples multiple local cost functions, requiring some decomposition before problem-
solving in a distributed manner. This is exacerbated by the coupling constraints, e.g., due to shared
communication bandwidth among the agents, which adds to the unpredictability of the time-varying
global cost function in the online setting.

In response to the above challenges, we propose a new distributed online algorithm named Dis-
tributed Online resource Re-Allocation (DORA), to solve an online min-max optimization problem
in a multi-agent system with coupling linear constraints. Our main contributions include the follow-
ing: First, DORA is a distributed algorithm that leverages the unique structure of the online min-max
optimization problem. We denote the agent with the highest cost as straggler. Under DORA, the
agents relinquish a carefully chosen amount of resource to the straggler in the previous online round
to help improve its performance. To achieve this, each agent only obtains an incomplete view of
the system and does not need to keep a full copy of the others’ decisions. More importantly, DORA
does not require gradient calculation or projection operation, so it has much lower computational
complexity than generic online solutions. Second, We analyze the dynamic regret of DORA for gen-
eral decreasing cost functions. We show that it is upper bounded by O

(
T

3
4 (1 + PT )

1
4

)
, where T

is the total number of rounds and PT is the path-length of the instantaneous minimizers, i.e., the
time-accumulated variation of the instantaneous minimizers. This compares favorably with the best
existing solutions considering DORA’s reduced computational complexity, making it an attractive
alternative. Finally, We apply the proposed solution to online resource allocation in distributed ma-
chine learning, which trains a convolutional neural network model for image identification with a
set of edge devices in a parameter-server architecture. Our experimental results demonstrate the
performance advantage of DORA over existing online algorithms that are based on gradient and/or
projection, in terms of significantly faster convergence and reduced training time.
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2. Background and Related Work

2.1. Dynamic Regret of Gradient-based and Projection-based Online Optimization

In online optimization, an agent aims to make a sequence of decisions to minimize the accumulation
of a sequence of cost functions, without knowing the cost functions ahead of time. In each round t,
the agent selects a decision xt from a feasible set F . Then, the environment reveals cost function ft
to the agent, and the agent suffers an instantaneous loss ft(xt) in this round.

Regret is introduced to measure the performance of an online algorithm. We focus on the more
practically meaningful dynamic regret. In recent literature, the dynamic regret is commonly defined
as RegdT =

∑
t∈T ft(xt) −

∑
t∈T ft(x

∗
t ), where x∗t ∈ arg minx∈F ft(x). Since the cost functions

fluctuate arbitrarily, the dynamic regret in the worst case scales linearly. Typically, it is related to
some regularity measures, which indicate how dynamic the environment is. For example, the path-
length of the dynamic minimizers is defined as PT =

∑T
t=2 ||x∗t−1 − x∗t ||2. For centralized online

convex optimization (OCO), Zinkevich (2003) proved that with online (projected) gradient descent
(OGD), the dynamic regret is upper bounded by O(

√
T (1 + PT )). Zhang et al. (2018) improved

the bound to O(
√
T (1 + PT )) by running multiple OGD operations in parallel. For centralized

online non-convex optimization (ONCO), Héliou et al. (2020) proved that the dual averaging algo-
rithm enjoys a dynamic bound of O(T

2
3V

1/3
T ), where VT is the time-accumulated variation of the

cost functions. If the cost functions are pseudo-convex, Gao et al. (2018) improved the bound to
O(
√
T (1 + PT )). Additional dynamic regret bounds have also been derived for centralized OCO

algorithms, e.g., Mokhtari et al. (2016); Zhang et al. (2017a); Besbes et al. (2015).
In distributed implementation, most of the recent works have proposed methods that provide

dynamic regret guarantee under various assumptions on the convexity and smoothness of the objec-
tive functions (Shahrampour and Jadbabaie (2018); Zhang et al. (2019); Dixit et al. (2019); Lu et al.
(2020); Sharma et al. (2021); Eshraghi and Liang (2020); Yi et al. (2020); Li et al. (2021)). To the
best of our knowledge, for gradient/projection-based distributed OCO, the tightest known dynamic
regret bound for general convex cost functions is O(

√
T (1 + PT )) (Shahrampour and Jadbabaie

(2018)).There is no dynamic regret bound developed for distributed ONCO.
In all of the above works, the local solution of each agent in each round is updated with the

calculated gradient and needs to be projected back to the domain of interest to restore feasibility.
However, even the projection onto a simplex requires non-trivial computation time (Liu and Ye
(2009)). In contrast, our work does not require gradient calculation or projection operation.

2.2. Gradient-free and Projection-free Online Optimization

Existing gradient-free algorithms replace exact gradient calculation with efficient gradient approx-
imation (Liu et al. (2020a)). The FKM algorithm, named after its authors, uses spherical gradient
estimators and then conducts gradient descent with projection (Flaxman et al. (2005); Héliou et al.
(2020)). For OCO, with carefully designed diminishing step sizes, FKM and its variants can achieve

dynamic regret that is upper bounded byO(T
4
5V

1
5
T ) (Besbes et al. (2015)). For ONCO, Héliou et al.

(2021) showed that the dual averaging algorithm with bandit feedback achieves a dynamic regret

bound of O(T
n+2
n+3V

1
n+3

T ), where n ≥ 1 is the dimension of the decision variables. This bound is
worse than that of gradient-based algorithms due to the biased gradient estimation.

Among projection-free solutions, the Frank-Wolfe method, also known as the conditional gra-
dient method, replaces projections with linear optimization over the feasible set (Frank and Wolfe
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(1956)). In the centralized setup, Hazan and Kale (2012) proposed an online conditional gradient
(OCG) algorithm, achieving O(T

3
4 ) static regret for convex functions. If the functions are convex

and smooth, with the Follow-the-Perturbed-Leader method, the static regret and dynamic regret of
OCG were improved to O(T

2
3 ) (Hazan and Minasyan (2020)) and O(T

2
3V

1/3
T ) (Wan et al. (2021)),

respectively. There is no dynamic regret bound developed for projection-free ONCO.
In distributed implementation, Zhang et al. (2017b) proposed a distributed variant of OCG,

achieving the same static regret bound as the centralized one. It is worth noting that the regret
bounds of OCG are also worse than those of projection-based algorithms, suggesting performance
penalty in exchange for reducing computation complexity. Since the above works require strongly
convex and smooth cost functions, their performance guarantees do not apply to the min-max re-
source allocation problem in our work. Furthermore, no dynamic regret bound is known for dis-
tributed projection-free OCG.

Unlike existing gradient/projection-free algorithms, we propose to update the decisions online
by directly calculating the amount of resource that the agents can relinquish and share with the
stragglers. We will show in Section 6 that this can substantially reduce the computation time in
comparison with FKM and OCG.

2.3. Min-Max Optimization

The offline min-max optimization problem, i.e., with fixed cost functions known ahead of time, has
been studied in Liuzzi et al. (2006); Srivastava et al. (2011, 2013); Notarnicola et al. (2019); Liu
et al. (2020b); Wu et al. (2021). These methods cannot be applied to our online problem. For online
min-max convex optimization, Bampis et al. (2020) directly applied OGD to the min-max vertex
cover problem, using a subgradient whenever the gradient does not exist. However, they overlooked
the special structure of the min-max problem. As a result, there was no improvement in the static
regret over general online algorithms. There is no existing work on distributed online algorithms
specifically designed for the min-max problem.

3. Problem Formulation

Consider a distributed system with a set of parallel agents N = {1, ..., N} and a parameter server.
The time is slotted by rounds T = {1, ..., T}.

In each round t, let xi,t denote the amount of resource allocated to agent i. Corresponding to xi,t,
the local cost function at agent i is fi,t(xi,t). We note that fi,t may depend on other random factors,
so it varies over time. We assume that fi,t at any time t is decreasing, but not necessarily strictly
decreasing, in xi,t. As shown in Section 6, an important example of decreasing cost function is
where xi,t represents the allocated channel bandwidth and fi,t represents the communication delay
plus any quantity independent of xi,t.

Let xt = (x1,t, ..., xN,t). Then, the decision variables {xt}t∈T is a sequence of resource al-
location schemes. The global cost function in round t is the pointwise maximum over the set of
time-varying local cost functions {fi,t, i ∈ N}, i.e.,

ft(xt) = max
i∈N

fi,t(xi,t). (1)

As an example, in edge learning, since each round is completed only when the last agent’s task is
finished, ft(xt) represents the duration of round t.

We assume that the agents can observe fi,t but only at the end of round t after each agent has
been allocated xi,t and completed its task. In other words, we do not assume prior knowledge on
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how xi,t is mapped to fi,t. This matches the standard form of online optimization and is a natural
system model in many practical applications, e.g, due to the uncertain available processing power
and wireless channel conditions in edge learning. Furthermore, once all agents complete their tasks
at the end of round t, all local costs fi,t(xi,t), and thus the global cost in round t, are known to the
parameter server.

Our objective is to minimize the accumulation of the sequence of global cost functions over time,
subject to a limited resource budget. For notation simplicity, the resource budget is normalized to
1. Then, the problem is formulated as follows:

min
{xt}t∈T

∑
t∈T

ft(xt), (2)

s.t.
∑
i∈N

xi,t ≤ 1,∀t ∈ T , (3)

xi,t ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ N , ∀t ∈ T . (4)

As explained in Section 1, there are broad applications to this optimization formulation. If the
information of local cost functions were known a priori, this problem could be solved as a tradi-
tional offline optimization problem. However, since in many applications the cost functions become
known only at the end of a round, we seek an online solution to this problem. Moreover, in large-
scale systems, a centralized solution, e.g., one completely computed by the parameter server, would
require intense information exchange that incurs high communication overhead and high compu-
tation requirement at the parameter server. Instead, we are interested in developing a distributed
algorithm. As explained in Section 2, existing distributed online solutions are inefficient for this
problem. Therefore, we will next present a new gradient-free and projection-free algorithm that
substantially reduces the required computation.

4. Distributed Online Resource Re-Allocation

In this section, we present the design of DORA to solve the online min-max optimization problem
in (2)-(4). In DORA, the agents simultaneously learn to track the unknown local cost functions over
time and solve the problem with help from the parameter server.

4.1. Reformulation of the Cost Function in Round t

To transform the global cost function toward distributed computation, we first consider the instan-
taneous optimization problem in each round t, i.e., where the objective is minxt maxi∈N fi,t(xi,t).
The equivalent epigraph representation of this problem is

min
ηt,xt

ηt, (5)

s.t. fi,t(xi,t) ≤ ηt, ∀i ∈ N , (6)∑
i∈N

xi,t ≤ 1, (7)

xi,t ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ N . (8)

We can further penalize the constraints (6) with some multiplier ri,t > 1. An equivalent form of
problem (5) can be obtained as follows (Srivastava et al. (2013)):

min
ηt,xt

∑
i∈N

ηt
N

+ ri,t[fi,t(xi,t)− ηt]+, (9)
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s.t. (7)− (8).

where [·]+ = max{0, ·}.An important property of problem (9) is that ri,t can be arbitrarily chosen
by each agent independently of the others, which allows distributed implementation.

However, we note that (9) is not continuously differentiable. If we used it over time to construct
a conventional online optimization, we would face the same challenges as solving our original online
min-max problem. Therefore, we seek a new solution. Next, we will present how problem (9) can
be used as the starting point to build the proposed DORA algorithm.

4.2. Distributed Online Optimization

A naive solution to problem (9) is to use Lagrange decomposition. By penalizing the coupling
constaint (7) with some partial Lagrange multiplier πt ≥ 0, the partial Lagrangian of (9) is

Lt(ηt,xt, πt) =
∑
i∈N

( ηt
N

+ ri,t[fi,t(xi,t)− ηt]+
)

+ πt

(∑
i∈N

xi,t − 1

)
. (10)

For convex problems, strong duality holds under Slater’s condition. However, even for convex
problems, it is unclear how to find the optimal π∗t .

To overcome this obstacle, we first observe in the following lemma that a local version of
the Lagrangian admits a closed-form minimizer for any choice of ηt in the range of ft(x) for x
satisfying (7) and (8), even though the optimal π∗t is unknown. Let x′i,t be an arbitrary solution to
fi,t(x

′
i,t) = ηt, i.e.,

x′i,t ∈ f−1i,t (ηt). (11)

Since fi,t is a monotonic function, root x′i,t can be found efficiently by bisection (Hansen and Patrick
(1976)). As we will see later, this is an important quantity to our algorithm design. Further details
are given in Remark 1. For now, in the following lemma, we show that x′i,t is a minimizer of the
local Lagrangian. Its proof can be found in Appendix A in Wang and Liang (2021).

Lemma 1 Suppose fi,t is convex for all i and t. Let (x∗t , η
∗
t , π
∗
t ) denote a minimizer of (10). Then,

for any choice of ηt in the range of ft(x) for x satisfying (7) and (8), x′i,t is a minimizer of the local
Lagrangian

Li,t(xi,t) = ri,t[fi,t(xi,t)− ηt]+ + π∗t xi,t. (12)

Unfortunately, if each agent updates its xi,t based on (11), the resultant solution is still not
optimal to problem (9). This is because the global cost can be further reduced by simultaneously
allocating the remaining resource budget to each agent. Interestingly, a similar phenomenon has
been observed in general unconstrained sum minimization problems (Li et al. (2020)). This inspires
the proposed DORA algorithm, which will be shown in Section 5 to provide bounded dynamic regret
for our online min-max problem.

The intuition of DORA is to make fast agents relinquish an appropriate amount of resource and
give it to the agent who was the straggler in the previous online round. Thus, in each round, the
agents who are non-stragglers in the previous online round move towards the minimizer of their
local Lagrangian in (12), while the stragglers will be allocated the remaining resource budget.
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Algorithm 1: Distributed Online Resource Re-Allocation
Input: Number of rounds T , and step size α.
Initialization: Arbitrary initial allocation x0 ∈ F .
Agent i = 1, 2, . . . , N runs in parallel:
for round t = 1, 2, ..., T do

Observe fi,t−1(·);
Receive ft−1(xt−1) from PS;
Compute xi,t using (13);
Send xi,t to the parameter server;

end

Parameter server runs:
for round t = 1, 2, ..., T do

Receive xi,t from agent i;
Update xst,t using (14);
Allocate resource based on xt;
Observe and send ft(xt) to all agents;

end

The pseudocode of DORA is shown in Algorithm 1. After observing the local cost function
fi,t−1(·) in the previous round and receiving the feedback ft−1(xt−1) from the parameter server,
each agent adjusts its decision by moving towards the minimizer of its local Lagrangian with any
step size 0 < α < 1, i.e.,

xi,t ← xi,t−1 − α(xi,t−1 − x′i,t−1), ∀i ∈ N , (13)

where x′i,t−1 is a minimizer of (12) in round t − 1 and can be computed as in (11). Afterward, the
local decisions are synchronized with the parameter server. After receiving xi,t from each agent,
the resource relinquished by non-stragglers is re-allocated to the agent who is the straggler in the
previous round:

xst−1,t ← 1−
∑
i 6=st−1

xi,t = xst−1,t−1 − α
∑
i 6=st−1

(x′i,t−1 − xi,t−1), (14)

where st−1 = arg maxi∈N fi,t−1(xi,t−1) denotes the straggler in round t− 1. Then, the parameter
server observes the value of the global cost incurred in this round and sends it to all agents. It can be
easily verified that constraint (3) is always satisfied in re-allocation since the relinquished resource
is shared among stragglers.

Remark 1 x′i,t−1 can be interpreted as the minimum resource agent i needs to maintain such that
fi,t−1(x

′
i,t−1) ≤ ft−1(xt−1). Thus, (xi,t−1−x′i,t−1) represents the maximum resource the agent can

relinquish without making itself the straggler based on the historical loss function in round t − 1.
Furthermore, α(xi,t−1 − x′i,t−1),∀α ∈ [0, 1] can be viewed as the amount of resource that agent
i chooses to relinquish and share with the straggler. It is easy to verify that the straggler does not
relinquish its resource at this step since xst−1,t−1 = x′st−1,t−1.

Remark 2 The rationale behind the step size α < 1 in (13) is that, for instantaneous optimization,
if each agent maintains the minimum resource x′i,t, the total resource relinquished to the straggler
st could exceed its optimal allocation x∗st,t. Then the total resource shared by the non-stragglers
would exceed the straggler’s needs. The detailed proof is presented in the next section. Rather than
directly minimizing (12), the agents who are non-stragglers in the previous round take a step toward
the minimum with step size α.

From Algorithm 1, we see that DORA has several advantages in terms of its ease of implementa-
tion: 1) it avoids gradient calculation and projection onto the feasible set, 2) each agent only needs
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to keep its local variable rather than a full copy of all decision variables, and 3) communication only
needs to be maintained between the agents and the server.

We emphasize here that the updates in (13) and (14) are different from gradient descent. In fact,
since each agent only needs to compute x′i,t−1 in each round, independently of the other agents,
the overall computation complexity of DORA is O(N) per round. In comparison, applying pro-
jected gradient-based online algorithms would lead to O(N2) computation complexity per round
for gradient calculation alone (Boyd and Vandenberghe (2004)). Furthermore, since the computa-
tion complexity of projection is O(N logN) in Euclidean space (Liu and Ye (2009)), the overall
computation complexity would be at least O(N2 logN) per round. Therefore, the O(N) complex-
ity of DORA is a substantial improvement.

5. Dynamic Regret Analysis

Besides ease of implementation, another main advantage of DORA is that it provides strong perfor-
mance guarantees in the form of bounded dynamic regret. For dynamic regret analysis, we make
the following assumptions:

Assumption 1 (Monotonicity) If x ≤ y, then fi,t(x) ≥ fi,t(y),∀i and t.

Assumption 2 (Lipschitz) |fi,t(x)− fi,t(y)| ≤ L||x− y||,∀i and t.

Theorem 2 Consider the online min-max problem defined in (2) with Assumptions 1 and 2. With
a fixed step size α, the dynamic regret RegdT for the sequence of decisions xt generated by DORA is

upper bounded by RegdT ≤
√
TL2( 3

2α + PT
α + T (4+α)

2 ), where PT is the path-length of the dynamic
minimizers.

Proof Please refer to Appendix B in Wang and Liang (2021).

Corollary 3 If PT 6= 0, by selecting α = Θ(
√
PT /T ), the dynamic regret is upper bounded

by RegdT = O

(
T

3
4P

1
4
T

)
. If PT = 0, by selecting α = O(1/

√
T ), the dynamic regret is upper

bounded by RegdT = O
(
T

3
4

)
. Therefore, the dynamic regret of DORA is upper bounded by RegdT =

O
(
T

3
4 (1 + PT )

1
4

)
.

6. Application to Distributed Learning in Mobile Edge Computing

To complement the theoretical findings in the previous section, we numerically study the perfor-
mance of DORA, for an application to online resource allocation in distributed edge learning (Amiri
and Gündüz (2020); Niknam et al. (2020)). We consider standard synchronous distributed learning,
where multiple agents i ∈ N train the same learning model in parallel with their local training
datasets and the parameter server updates the models only after aggregating all local gradients. The
parameter server also functions as the edge server, which is responsible for resource allocation and
necessary coordination. Therefore, the latency of each round depends on the agent with the highest
latency. We are interested in minimizing the maximum latency per round over time. Therefore, we
define the cost function ft(xt) as in (1). Then we can formulate resource allocation in distributed
edge learning as an online min-max optimization problem as in (2).
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The computation task associated with agent i in round t has a data size of di,t. For spectrum
sharing among agents, we assume orthogonal frequency division. Therefore, the wireless commu-

nication delay for agent i is given by fC
i,t = di,t/(xi,tB log(1 +

h2i,tpi,t
σ2
n

)), where we have used the
Shannon bound for the data rate, xi,t is the fraction of bandwidth allocated to agent i, B is the
total available bandwidth, h2i,t is the channel power gain, pi,t is the transmit power, and σ2n is the
white noise power. The total delay due to agent i consists of both the communication delay and the
processing delay, i.e., fi,t(xi,t) = fC

i,t + fP
i,t, where fP

i,t is the time required for agent i to process
its task in round t. Note that fP

i,t depends on the computation intensity of the task and the available
processing capacity of the agent, both of which can be time-varying and unpredictable. We do not
require knowledge of fP

i,t at the beginning of round t.
We assume five agents train the LeNet model in parallel, using the MNIST database (LeCun

et al. (1998)). Our learning system is implemented with the distributed package (i.e., torch.distributed)
in PyTorch. The hardware used for the experiments features a 2.9 GHz Intel Core i5 processor and
8 GB of memory. LeNet is a CNN composed of two convolutional layers, followed by two fully-
connected layers and a softmax classifier. In total, we have 61,706 trainable parameters with a size
of di,t = 0.35 MB, ∀i, t. We train LeNet with the cross-entropy loss and the Adam optimizer. The
learning rate of LeNet model training is set to 0.001. The MNIST database has a training set of
60,000 handwritten digits images, each of which contains 28 x 28 greyscale pixels. It is equally
partitioned into five local training datasets, each assigned to an agent with a batch size of 256.
Therefore, we have d60,0005×256e = 47 rounds in each training epoch. We set the number of training
epochs to 10, i.e., 470 rounds. We measure and use the actual processing time fP

i,t for training at
each agent in each round on the processor.

The parameter server is placed at the center of a 500 m × 500 m area. The bandwidth resource
budget B is 20 MHz. The channel power gain h2i,t is generated as h0(D0

Di
)n, where h0 = −40 dB is

the path-loss constant, D0 = 1m is the reference distance, Di is the distance between agent i and
the parameter server, and n = 4 is the path-loss component (Mao et al. (2016)). The transmission
power pi,t = 1 W, ∀i, t. The noise density is−174 dBm/Hz. We compare the performance of DORA
with that of the following gradient- and/or projection-based benchmarks: EQUAL, where resource
is equally shared among all edge devices; OGD-OMM (Bampis et al. (2020)), where projection
onto the simplex is implemented using the method in (Blondel et al. (2014)); OMD (Shahrampour
and Jadbabaie (2018)), where we use the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence; FKM (Flaxman et al.
(2005)); OCG (Zhang et al. (2017b)); and Dynamic OPT, where we ideally assume a priori knowl-
edge of all system variables, and we optimally solve the instantaneous problem in each round. All
algorithms are initialized with equal bandwidth allocation. We use a fixed step size α = 0.02 for
resource allocation schemes OGD-OMM, OMD, and DORA.

Figs. 1 compares the performance of various algorithms over the number of rounds T in terms
of per-round latency. Note that, besides serving as the optimum baseline, Dynamic OPT also pro-
vides an indication on how fast the environment fluctuates. We observe that DORA tracks closely
to Dynamic OPT after the first few rounds. EQUAL incurs the worst latency since it ignores the
heterogeneity among agents as well as the time-varying cost. FKM, OMD, OGD-OMM, and OCG grad-
ually track close to Dynamic OPT as time goes on, but they require many more rounds than DORA.
OGD-OMM and OMD adjust their decisions only using parameters relevant to the historical commu-
nication delay since the gradient of function fi,t only depends on the communication parameters.
FKM converges more slowly than OGD-OMM since it depends on the accuracy of gradient estimation.
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Figure 3: Algorithm run time.

For OCG, the decision is updated through a trade-off between the current decision and the output of
the linear optimization, which allocates all resource to the straggler given the resource constraints.
Therefore, non-stragglers in the current round could become stragglers in the next round, thus lead-
ing to frequent latency spikes. In contrast, in DORA, the non-stragglers relinquish some resource to
the agent who is the straggler in the previous round, so it updates its decisions by jointly considering
the historical computation and communication latency.

Fig. 2 shows the training accuracy of LeNet versus the training (wall-clock) time. The training
time consists of both the computation time for LeNet’s forward and backward propagation and the
communication time for parameter synchronization, which accounts for both the number of rounds
and the latency per round. We observe that DORA has the fastest training time since it responds
quickly towards the dynamic optimum. For 90% training accuracy, DORA speeds up the training
time by 53.7%, 51.4%, 50.3%, 41.2%, and 34%, respectively, when compared with EQUAL, FKM,
OGD-OMM, OMD, and OCG.

To demonstrate the computation complexity of DORA and the other algorithms, we measure their
run time (in seconds) for calculating the resource allocation solutions only, i.e., it excludes the LeNet
training time. Since EQUAL is deterministic, its run time is zero and is ignored in this comparison.
Fig. 3 shows the total run time over the horizon of T = 470 rounds, for a different number of agents
N . With increasing N , the run time of Dynamic OPT and OCG increases dramatically since
solving an instantaneous optimization with the standard optimization package includes multiple
inner loops. FKM, OGD-OMM, and OMD are also sensitive to N due to their projection operation. In
contrast, the algorithm run time of DORA is negligible. DORA is robust and light-weight due to its
gradient-free and projection-free properties.

We have further experimented with various bandwidth budgets and agent mobility, where we
observe similar performance benefit under DORA. The details can be found in Wang and Liang
(2021).

7. Conclusion

We have proposed a new distributed online algorithm termed DORA to solve an online min-max
optimization problem in a multi-agent system with coupling linear constraints. DORA has high com-
putation efficiency, since it is gradient-free and projection-free. We show that the dynamic regret
of DORA is upper bounded by O

(
T

3
4 (1 + PT )

1
4

)
for general decreasing functions. We applied the

proposed solution to resource allocation in distributed online machine learning. Numerical studies
show the efficacy of the proposed solution in terms of significantly faster convergence and reduced
training time.
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